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If you're not looking at vintage CRT models or shopping for used products, it can be a bit of a challenge to find a TV that doesn't have smart capabilities. You may have heard the term Smart TV before, but if you're not exactly sure what it means, you're not alone. Along with defining what a Smart TV is, we have everything you should know about these TV
sets below. If you're on the lookout for affordable TV options, you should check out the best Black Friday TV deals. What makes tv smart? The main function separating smart TVs and not-so-smart TVs is internet connection. Almost all smart TVs come with both Ethernet and built-in Wi-Fi — some older models may require an adapter to enable Wi-Fi — so
they should be able to connect from anywhere in your home. Generally speaking, Wi-Fi should be fast enough for most purposes, but if you're planning on streaming games or 4K Ultra HD content, you might want to network instead. Internet connectivity is mainly used to stream TV shows and movies from various apps and services such as Netflix, Hulu,
HBO and YouTube (among others). Occasionally, free stuff will be available (such as Crackle, Tubi TV, Pluto TV, or Roku Channel for Roku TV), but for the most part you'll need to subscribe to these services to access their content. Many smart TVs also have web browsers baked - although they are usually cumbersome and frustrating to navigate - and
some even have cameras to use with video conferencing apps. Everything about Smart TV apps isn't very smart if it can't be used to access various services, which is why almost all of them come with their own app store. Currently, Roku OS and Android TV lead the package with the largest selection of applications. Roku, which refers to its apps as
channels has thousands to choose from. Most of them are focused on content, with lots of subcategories such as sports, religion, philosophy, automotive and more. There's something for everyone. Android TV has these as well, but in smaller quantities; it tends to have more games and utilities. Samsung's Tizen and LG platforms also have plenty of apps to
choose from. One Rome, many roads Even though all smart TVs are built with the same goal – they help you access your favorite content without a middleman (in this case, a set-top box or streaming rod) – not all work the same way. In general, each manufacturer uses a different operating system with its own individual features and jokes, although some
systems, such as Roku TV, are integrated into TVs from multiple manufacturers. Below is a quick breakdown of the most widespread systems available. Samsung Tizen Tizen is extremely fast and automatically detects devices that connect to the TV and appropriately indicates inputs. In addition, you can control some connected devices using the TV remote
control. LG WebOS WebOS is very and fun to use and can support motion control on the included remote control, as well as Google Assistant. Sony Android TV If you are using an Android phone, it should be immediately known. Sony Smart TVs support Google Cast, which allows you to project content from your phone (or tablet) to your TV and Google
Assistant. TCL Roku OS As the year of streaming boxes, Roku OS is amazing, featuring simple navigation and best in class search that looks through every app for your chosen content. There's even voice search. Toshiba Amazon Fire TV In addition to including the Amazon Video app, you get access to Alexa, a personal assistant that helps you navigate
your TV and control your smart home device. Voice Search For most of the part, smart TV interfaces are designed to be simple and easy for anyone to use without training or tutorials (after all, lots of people check out the display TVs before buying). Still, sometimes you just don't want to hunt and peck – and that's where voice search comes in. As a fairly
common feature in newer smart TV remotes, voice search turns navigation into an easy task with one click, no matter what you're looking for. But be aware that some platforms - like Roku - offer more robust search tools than others, and remote microphones aren't always great for understanding your voice, so patience is important. But what orders can they
handle? Here's a quick look: Play the latest episode of Lucifer on Netflix. Open Amazon Prime Video. Switch to HDMI 3. Mute the volume. Turn off after this episode of Friends. Some higher school models come with Amazon's Alexa or Google Assistant, which offer access to a much larger knowledge base. With one of them, you will not only be able to tell
the TV what to do, but also search the Internet for answers to questions and search connected accounts for contextual information, such as calendar events. If your TV doesn't come with a voice remote in a box, you can also access voice search through a smartphone app or connect an Amazon Echo or Google Home. Alternatives Not all smart TVs are
equal. Maybe the TV you like doesn't have the best operating system, or maybe you just don't have the money to pony up hundreds for a brand new screen. If that sounds all too true, set-top boxes and streaming bars are great alternatives that offer almost all the features of a high-end smart TV at an affordable price. Roku products (such as Streaming
Stick+) do a great job turning existing mute TVs into smart ones, as well as Google Chromecasts and Amazon Fire TV devices. Editor recommendations When buying LG Smart TVs, you can add third-party apps that make watching programs more enjoyable. How can you install third-party apps on lg smart TV? Press the Home button on the →cho select
Premium Apps→cholect and open the app you want→TV automatically downloads and You can stream content on your LG TV using various third-party apps that are in the company's app store or through another box-like firestick. Although streaming content on TV wasn't easy, you can learn how to install third-party apps on lg smart TVs. On LG, it might be
better to install apps that would be supported by HDMI ports and those that support the company's app store. How to add apps to LG Smart TV You may need an Internet connection to access WebOS on your smart LG TV, and connect your TV to an Internet connection. You can open an LG content store where you can find lots of movies, shows, and apps.
1)How to add the apps you want first steps: Press the Home button on the remote control. Click the TV to access pre-installed apps that may have already been installed. Use the LG content store visible in the menu to access other apps on your LG TV. 2) Choose in-store content: LG's content store has various items that can be downloaded, in-store content
includes apps and movies and TV shows that you couldn't judge on a normal TV. Apps in lg's storage section could be in the top row. It could also be located on the right side of the LG content store site. 3) Download the app from the store: First search for a specific app, and once you find the app you want, click and download it to your TV. You can continue
to install it on the TV because the Install button is visible, and when you select a button, you immediately install the app on your LG TV. The installation button can change to a startup access key, making it easier to access the app on the TV. When the app was downloaded, it could easily be visible on lg smart TV, as well as in the app section on the web.
You can also use the netcast operating system to download the app to lg smart TV, on the home page you also have a quick menu for the application section. You could go ahead and download the apps in the premium section and install them on lg smart TV. Can you install third-party apps on your LG Smart TV? Which models? You'd stream third-party
content on LG smart TVs with extensions like Firebrick, some models that allow you to stream third-party content include LG OLED, LG Nano Cell, and LG UHD TV. You can download apps that LG allows on these TVs, but you can stream third-party content with the extension. You can find more useful information about Amazon Firestick here. LG's
operating system lets you manage, access, and view content online over an Internet connection. You may not need another box-like Firestick because the TV is smart and the company could make it easier to access third-party apps because LG operates its platform called WebOS. When you access WebOS, you can access various apps, games, and music
that are unique to LG. Uninstall apps on lg smart tv when you feel like you have on your SMART LG TV, it doesn't serve its purpose, or if you no longer like it, you can uninstall it. Access edit mode to help you move your app down the length of the scrolling ribbon. Find the edit mode using the right and left buttons on the remote control. Remove the unwanted
app on lg smart TV by selecting x over the individual app tile. Selecting X, which can be highlighted in the app, helps you delete the app. To delete a TV app, it may ask you to confirm your removal. If you select yes in the deletion process, it is confirmed that you want to delete the application. One done with the removal of the TV app, you can exit the editing
mode. FAQ What apps are available for LG Smart TV? The apps available for LG smart TVs are on WebOS and you can find apps and content that will suit your needs. Some of these apps on WebOS include Netflix, Amazon Video, YouTube, Hulu, and many more. You can also get Channel Plus on WebOS, and apps have family-friendly content,
independent movies, and other top-rated shows. Does LG TV store have Google Play? LG TV supports Google Video Play store content and WebOS plans to get a Google movies and TV app that could run on your LG smart TV. Can I install the APK on an LG Smart TV? You can install the app on your LG smart TV through your WebOS website, and these
are apps that are authorized by the company. However, you can stream third content using extensions on your TV. Can WebOS run Android apps? WebOS can run in the Android app and you can download it to your Android phone to enjoy your favorite shows. Conclusion Although LG smart TVs may require you to install apps that are only on WebOS, you
can access third-party apps through extensions like Firebrick. You can use the Internet to download apps on WebOS; when you click on the menu, it will give you another LG smart TV app that is available for download. You click on the LG smart TV apps that need to be downloaded and installed and run for quick asses. If you no longer need apps, you can
uninstall them by following the steps in the Web system. WebOS is flexible and you can judge it on android, which gives you versatility when downloading LG smart TV apps. Hi, technology lovers! My name is James, I am an admin and a frequent writer for this blog. I'm a techno-geek, so this blog is where I want to share all my knowledge with you to make
your life a little easier when it comes to solving technology. Technology.
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